Brandon has worked at various shops as a machinist for several years. He enjoys working with his hands and working in industrial environments. Recently, Brandon received a job offer with Alden Tool Company in Berlin, CT. Within just a few weeks of starting, Brandon’s employer saw hard work, commitment, and great peer relationships. As a result, Brandon was offered a promotion to supervisor in the lathe department!

Brandon has always been able to have employment in the community, but often had his hours cut based on work demand, and struggled to look for permanent, full time work.

“Everyone is capable of working, learning new skills, and being promoted to leadership in their respective fields.”

Brandon has worked with NEBA for several years now, and had assistance with interview preparedness and resume creation. Brandon meets with NEBA once or twice per month to discuss how things are going.

Brandon enjoys being part of a team working towards the same goal, and works completely independently on the job. In fact, Brandon has made it very clear that he does not want job coaches showing up at work. He meets outside of work and will communicate if there are issues he wants NEBA’s help with.

Brandon is proof positive that everyone is capable of working, learning new skills, and being promoted to leadership in their respective fields.